We studied thalamocortical afferent (TCA) growth into somatosensory cortex as the whisker barrels emerge in postnatal mice. Ingrowing fibers from the ventrobasal (VB) thalamus were selectively labeled by two means. Under direct vision, individual axons and populations of axons were labeled in vitro with HRP, or in fixed tissue with Dil (1,1'-dioctodecyl-3,3,3',3'-tetramethylindocarbocyanine perchlorate), in pieces of brain containing both the source nucleus in the thalamus and its cortical target. Many simple thalamocortical afferents are already within the upper cortical plate at birth [postnatal day one (PND1)]. Initially, TCAs from each point in the thalamus distribute in the cortex as two-dimensional "Gaussians," which overlap laterally to constitute a uniform projection pattern. The projection is topographic, because adjacent focal injections within VB label adjacent cortical loci. Subsequent development of barreloids (thalamic representations of the whiskers) partitions the TCA projection into a set of whisker-related Gaussians, centered on cortical targets whose collective topography reflects that of the source pattern. After barreloids form on about PND3, but before barrels appear in cytoarchitecture on about PND5, the overlapping TCAs segregate into dense terminal clusters in layer IV, around which barrels later mature. Time series of single fibers traced with camera lucida explain this transformation that is so noticeable at the population level. As early as PND1, individual TCAs emit multiple ascending collaterals on their horizontal run through white matter and oblique ascent into upper cortex. Subsequently, by PND4, and proceeding at least through PND7, there is accelerated terminal arborization of selected appropriate collateral branches and pruning back of other inappropriate ones. The selection mechanism appears to result from within-group reinforcement events that are stronger for branches toward the center of each whisker-related Gaussian distribution.
The barrel field of rodent somatosensory cerebral cortex is an outstanding instance of a projection map that mimics in its structure the organization of functional inputs. The detailed characteristics of how this cortex is connected and how it works appear remarkably similar to other mammalian cortices (Woolsey, 1990 ). An unresolved question is how the barrel field comes to express its characteristic modular pattern (which is homeomorphic to the vibrissa array on the opposite face). Two clear possibilities are (1) that some or all of the modular boundaries are specified endogenously in the cortex [implying also that the genetic mechanisms responsible for pattern formation on the face (Dun and Fraser, 1958; Van der Loos et al., 1984) and in the brain are attuned] or (2) that the periphery instructs the CNS epigenetically as to where and when to form boundaries.
The cortical barrel pattern becomes visible about 4-5 d after birth, well after the whisker array is set in the face (Rice and Van der Loos, 1977; Yamakado and Yohro, 1979 ; see also Fig. 16 ). Before this time, experimental manipulations (peripherally or centrally) can modify the pattern's conformation as seen in the adult animal (Killackeyand Leshin, 1975; Jeanmonod et al., 1981; Ito and Seo, 1983; Durham and Woolsey, 1984; Jensen and Killackey, 1987b; Seo and Ito, 1987) . These and other findings (e.g., Durham and Woolsey, 1984) are consistent with the interpretation that the whisker pattern migrates in from the periphery.
Many lines of evidence point to thalamocortical afferents (TCAs) as organizers of cortical barrels. (1) TCAs form a massive and direct link in the chain connecting the whiskers to the cortex and, as such, constitute a major mammalian brain pathway (e.g., Lorente de No, 1943; Jones and Powell, 1969) . (2) TCA terminals are concentrated in the barrel hollows (Lorente de No, 1922; Killackey, 1973; Killackey and Leshin, 1975; Waite, 1977; White and DeAmicis, 1977; Hersch and White, 1982; Keller et al., 1985; Bernardo and Woolsey, 1987; Jensen and Killackey, 1987a) . (3) The source of TCAs to the barrels, the ventrobasal complex of the thalamus (VB), manifests a whiskerpad motif (as "barreloids"; Van der Loos, 1976) several days before this motif shows in cortex (Belford and Killackey, 1979) . (4) Ablation of VB prior to postnatal day 4 (PND4) disrupts the barrel pattern (J-JChristensen, N. L. Chiaia, C. A. Bennett-Clarke, R. W. Rhoades, and T. A. Woolsey, unpublished observations) . Wise and Jones (1978) used tritiated amino acids to label ingrowing TCAs to study the development of this pathway at the population level. Their work indicated that the projection from VB is within upper layer VI of rat somatosensory cortex shortly after birth. Only in rats killed on or after PND4-5 (where PND1 is the day of birth) could they find label penetrating the granular layers of cortex, or their " upper cortical plate." [Following Rice (1975) , we use the term "cortical plate" to refer only to the highly condensed granular cell layer remaining in superficial cortex at each age, as seen by Nissl stains; see Fig. 16 .] Wise and Jones's (1978) spatiotemporal description dovetailed with the absence of Nissl-delineated barrels prior to PND5, and with the then new concept of a prenatal "waiting period" (Rakic, 1977; Clarke and Innocenti, 1986; Shatz and Stryker, 1988) . In short, TCA growth into the granular layer appeared appropriate to initiate barrel formation at PND4. The longheld belief that rodent whisker-related thalamic afferents wait in the white matter and below the cortical plate until PND4-5 (Wise and Jones, 1978; D'Amato et al., 1987; Jensen and Killackey, 1987b; Crossin et al., 1989) has been revised only recently (Senft, 1989; Catalanoand Killackey, 1990; Erzurumlu andjhaveri, 1990) .
During the last decade, new methods have become available to visualize the structure and development of central whisker-related patterns. Several of these (see Steindler, 1985, 1986; Jensen, 1987; Steindler et al., 1988) have revealed whisker-related patterns in cortex before the layer IV somata assume their eponymous cask-like arrangements (Woolsey and Van der Loos, 1970; Rice and Van der Loos, 1977) . Because such patterns are demonstrable prior to the time described for TCA invasion of the cortical plate, some workers doubted that TCAs could be causal in barrel formation. Instead, they have tentatively ascribed the genesis of barrel boundaries in somatosensory cortex to endogenous cortical factors (Steindler et al., 1988) or to other afferent fiber systems (D'Amato et al., 1987) .
Recently, individual TCA arbors have been clearly resolved, after barrel formation in adult mice (Bernardo and Woolsey, 1987) and rats (Jensen and Killackey, 1987a) , and it has become evident that mature axons from barreloids are almost exclusively restricted to the hollow of their corresponding barrel (e.g., Land and Simons, 1985) . Thus, a second unresolved question (independent of whether TCA ingress precedes barrel formation) is how each thalamic axon attains its appropriate, bounded, target in cortex.
We have examined the developing barrel architecture at a level permitting detailed observation of individual TCAs and groups of TCAs and have identified novel features of these ingrowing arbors. Our observations help to resolve these questions concerning barrel origins and TCA specificity.
Materials and Methods

An in vitro Approach
In mice, the pathway from VB to the somatosensory cortex lies in a plane. This means that brain slices, in which many physiological properties are preserved in vitro (e.g., Dingledine et al., 1980) , can be used for tract labeling. In living brain slices obtained from adult mice, chips of the enzyme horseradish peroxidase (HRP) can bulk-label TCA axons, by transport and diffusion (Bernardo et al., 1986) . This in vitro technique also overcomes many of the disadvantages of in vivo approaches for selective labeling of neurons and their axons: (1) the slice chamber provides a good mechanical and physiological environment; (2) relevant brain structures are visualized directly for targeting without stereotaxis; (3) several experiments can be done on one brain; and (4) background labeling is often less in slices than from injections in vivo (S. L. Senft and T. A. Woolsey, unpublished observations) . The approach was adapted for neonatal brains.
Preparation of Brain Slices
Over 250 Swiss-Webster mice, from PND1 to PND7, were used. Mice were anesthetized by hypothermia, perfused through the heart with cold artificial cerebrospinal fluid (ACSF), and then decapitated. The heads were immersed in cold (4°C) ACSF; the brains were then removed rapidly and bisected. One hemisphere was kept in ACSF while slices were taken through the other. Each brain half was placed on a McElwain tissue chopper and sectioned obliquely (midway between frontal and sagittal planes) caudalward from the olfactory bulb. This plane is parallel to the orientation of the barrel rows. Thick tissue slices (750 or 1500 /im) were made to increase the likelihood of labeling long stretches of afferent fibers (see also Bernardo and Woolsey, 1987) .
The hemisphere was placed directly on a Teflon support, and excess water was siphoned off. Surface tension kept the brain in place during the chopper blade downstroke; holding a camel-hair brush on top of the slice prevented it from moving during the upstroke. Two slices contained the region of interest, which (depending on age) was 1500-2250 (im posterior to the olfactory bulb. The slices were placed on a microscopic slide, oriented with their common surfaces up (Fig. 1,4) . Somatosensory cortex, VB, and the hippocampus were clearly visible under a dissecting microscope, especially when slices were stained for a few seconds (0.1-1.0 mg/ml) with methylene blue dissolved in ACSF.
Applying HRP A pellet of HRP on a blunt (~ 10-50 fim tip diameter) glass micropipette was introduced into each slice, severing fibers. Raw crystals were used initially, but there was better labeling when the HRP was dissolved in a small drop of dimethyl sulfoxide or ethylene glycol. The latter solvent was used for most of the Figure 1 . The in vitro labeling method. A, Brain slices. 1500 jim thick, lightly stained with methylene blue to identify cortex, hippocampus, and thalamus. Chips of HRP {dark spots), placed in the thalamic radiations, have dissolved slightly (r = =30 min). B. Sections (75 Mm thick) of the left slice in A after processing (r = =30 hr). A focused jet of fibers exits from the injection site. The bottom row of sections is coumerstained with thionine to demonstrate cytoarchitenure. Dorsal is to the leh and lateral is to the rep. C, Higher-power view of cortex from the top right section in 8. Most of the label is in fibers from the thalamus. although some retrogradefy labeled pyramidal cells are in layer V. slices. A paste was formed of enzyme and solute, to maximize the concentration of HRP. Often, pastes were dried into flakes (at least 150 |im in diameter) that were positioned in VB (e.g., see Figs. \C, 6/1) or in the thalamic radiations, just lateral to the hippocampal fimbria (e.g., see Figs. 2A, 5C, 9F, 14/1) . Keeping the pipette in the tissue for 15-30 sec, so that the HRP partially dissolved and separated from the pipette, gave the best results. To reduce nonspecific surface labeling, sections were gently rinsed with cold ACSF, care being taken not to dislodge the dissolving pellet. Initially, slices were then transferred directly to warm ACSF for incubation. In later experiments we found that a 5 min delay in this transfer improved labeling without loss of tissue integrity. The overall time between perfusion and the start of incubation varied between 20 and 40 min, without obvious effect on labeling quality.
Slice Incubation
Two to four sections were put into an 80 ml glass beaker containing 40 ml of ACSF, and the beaker was placed in a temperature-regulated water bath. A mixture of 5% O 2 and 95% CO 2 was bubbled through the ACSF. To prevent abrasion of the slices, gas flow was set just below the amount needed to agitate the sections. The temperature in the beakers varied between 34°C and 37°C. Controls incubated at 4°C did not show axonal labeling. Incubations ranged from 3 to 11 hr; 6-8 hr was optimal.
Histology
After incubation, the ACSF was decanted and replaced with 4% paraformaldehyde in 0.1 M phosphate buffer, at pH 7.4. Slices were refrigerated for at least 1 hr, then moved to fixative containing 30% sucrose. After sinking, slices were sectioned parallel to their cut surfaces at 75 or 100 ixm on a sliding freezing microtome. Complete series of sections (9-15 per slice) were collected into Gooch porcelain crucibles containing 0.9% saline, then rinsed in glass-distilled water and reacted on ice with (1 mg/ml) 3,3'-diaminobenzidine intensified with nickel and cobalt (after Adams, 1981) . Sequential sections were then mounted alternately as upper and lower rows on chromealum-subbed slides (see Fig. IB ). They were air dried, but only to the point at which they would adhere to the slides during subsequent processing. This step was critical, for preparations showing well-labeled arbors were rendered useless when cracked by overdrying. The lower row of sections was coumerstained for 30 sec in 0.1% thionine. The entire slide was differentiated and dehydrated through graded ethanols to xylene and coverslipped using Permount.
Observation
Sections were observed under bright-field and darkfield illumination. Those without counterstain showed labeled fibers most clearly, while the adjacent counterstained sections highlighted cytoarchitectonic landmarks. Detailed drawings were made of selected orthogradely labeled specimens, at 400-2000 x magnification. To trace single processes unambiguously, an Ikegami ITC-48 television camera was mounted on one port of a Zeiss teaching turret, and a camera lucida attachment and 20 x oculars were placed on the other. This arrangement was parfocal and permitted video imaging of the center of the field of vision, at empty magnification but with enhanced contrast. This was especially useful when neighboring fibers were insufficiently distinguishable to decide continuity or topology by eye. Fibers were not followed across section boundaries; thus, most of the arbors are partial.
An in situ Approach
After the HRP data were collected, l,l'-dioctadecyl-3,3.3'»3'-tetramethylindocarbocyanine perchlorate (Dil) labeling was introduced. Dil partitions into membranes of live and fixed tissue at the application site and diflFuses along lipid bilayers in all directions (Godement et al., 1987) . As with in vitro labeling methods, one may create a convenient avenue for dye delivery by prior dissection; moreover, prefixed material obviates problems of interpretation due to continuing growth or degeneration in vitro.
Brain Preparation
Four neonates were killed and fixed at each postnatal age, from PND1 through PND6. Each was anesthetized on ice and perfused transcardially with 4% paraformaldehyde in 0.1 M phosphate buffer, at pH 7.4. The brains were removed whole (or merely exposed by removal of the skull on the dorsal side) and stored in fixative for 1-6 weeks at 4°C for later applications of dye. The fixed brain was bisected (often within the cranium), and one half was removed. The exposed midline surface was briefly stained with 1.0 mg/ml methylene blue. VB was impaled reliably from this medial approach. In some preparations the cortex was peeled off after perfusion. The deep side contained the thalamic radiations or portions of VB itself, which were easily identified for placement of Dil.
Dye Application
The brain surface was blotted dry, and a pilot hole was made with a larger clean pipette. Small crystals of Dil were picked up on the broken tip of a glass micropipette and carefully inserted into the target, or crystals adhering to the tip of a pipette were melted into a ball by passing them a few inches above the flame of an alcohol lamp for a few seconds. The pipette was then eased into the tissue, and the Dil was dislodged by twisting. Alternatively, crystals of Dil were dissolved in small drops of chlorinated hydrocarbons (chloroform, trichloroethane, or carbon tetrachloride). Such compounds are useful for labeling fixed brains with lipophilic dyes because they (1) do not mix well with fixative, (2) have specific gravities greater than 1.0, and (3) have long been used to extract lipids from tissue (e.g., Folch et al., 1958) . They appear to facilitate dye entry into the tissue by locally solubilizing lipid. We applied Dil to fixed brains by pressure ejecting it as a solution, by manipulating semisolid droplets into place with the assistance of gravity, or (using lesser amounts of solvent) by forming pastes that we inserted into the tissue before the hydrocarbon had evaporated completely.
Tissue Incubation
Brains were stored for 1-6 d in fixative. To increase membrane fluidity and to speed up diffusion, tissues were incubated at 37°C or 60°C. At the higher temperature, 2-3 d proved sufficient to label the (=2-3 mm) neonatal thalamocortical pathway.
Histology
The tissue was sectioned at 250-300 tim on a vibratome and collected into fixative to which was added 0.001% bisbenzimide, a nuclear counterstain (see Schmued et al., 1982) . Bisbenzimide fluoresces strongly in the UV with almost no contaminating signal through the rhodamine isothiocyanate (RITC) filters used for Dil. Both dyes are attenuated, but visible, through fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC) filters. Axon arbors could be followed over long distances in these thick sections. This reduced the need for multiple-section reconstruction but required optical clearing of the sections. Conventional clearing methods, which extract lipids, remove Dil. Some preparations were mounted in a nonhardening mixture of 90% glycerol, 5% w-propyl gallate, and pH 7.4 phosphate buffer (Giloh and Sedat, 1982) and frozen (D. O'Leary, personal communication). Undiluted glycerol by itself cleared the tissues well, but Dil bled rapidly from labeled fibers. Sections also could be cleared with mountants containing polyvinyl alcohol (e.g., Aqua-Mount, Polysciences, or formulations of Gelvatol, Monsanto), which harden partially. Other polymers, such as dextran (70kDa, Sigma; 20-40%), pure acrylamide, and polyiodinated alcohols (Maurice, 1987 ; e.g., the iothalamate meglumines Conray-30 and Conray-60, Mallinckrodt) cleared and partially hardened the tissue, for immediate photography. None circumvented the eventual loss of Dil from labeled fibers.
Observation
Observations and photographs were documented within a few hours of clearing, using Ilford XP1-400 and Kodak Ektachrome-l60 35 mm film. Tracings of Dil-labeled processes were not made as these fibers become less and less clearly defined, through fading and diffusion, over the prolonged periods of observation needed to draw them accurately.
Relative Merits of the HRP and Dil Labeling Methods
A potential advantage of Dil over HRP is that the Dil method avoids the possibly significant morphological alterations that might occur during the in vitro incubation. However, the general extent and timing of TCA entry into the conical plate and the subsequent patterns of afferent remodeling proved to be similar with both methods, as were the laminar locations and appearances of branches, varicosities, and growth cones (see Results). The greater number of axonal or dendritic growth cones and the lack of "degenerating" profiles visualized in fixed tissue using Dil suggest that some subtle aspects of ingrowing axon morphology do change in vitro and are not accurately recorded using HRP. Dil also allows thicker sections to be used and hence provides views of fibers that are more intact. The principal advantages of HRP over Dil are that the HRP reaction product is permanent and may be exhaustively inspected using both light and electron microscopy. We did not systematically use photocatalytic conversion of fluorescence (San-dell and Masland, 1987) , which can make some Dil preparations permanent and electron dense (e.g., Catalano and Killackey, 1990) .
Results
Identification of Afferent Fibers
HRP diffusely labels a region of tissue (of variable size, depending on the amount applied) centered on the application site. Extending out of that nonrefractile zone are orthogradely and retrogradely filled processes that are highly refractile in dark-field optics. Such processes can be followed to the core of the injection site, and it is clear that refractile fibers label only from the actual site of injection (see Figs. 2, 3, 6 ; see also Bernardo and Woolsey, 1987) .
In any given slice, the fiber labeling can be predominantly orthograde, mixed orthograde/retrograde, or predominantly retrograde. We focused on orthogradely labeled material first, since features identified in those preparations made simpler the recognition later of TCAs in slices showing mixed transport patterns. Since truncation often destroyed longrange continuity, several local characteristics were used to discriminate among processes of different origins:
(1) Afferents (TCAs in particular) generally (a) ascend through the cortex through a combination of radial and oblique segments and (b) branch repeatedly and at a wide range of angles (particularly within the cortical plate) to form a thatchwork.
(2) Pyramidal cell axons generally descend by a single radial or slightly oblique trajectory. When sets of these axons are retrogradely labeled, they have a uniform ventral cant, readily distinguishable (in most regions of somatosensory cortex) from the angles of TCA ingress.
(3) Recurrent pyramidal axon collaterals ate finer than their parent stalks, from which they branch at right angles. Like many afferents, they often ascend obliquely through layers deep to the cortical plate; unlike TCAs, they generally do not arborize within it.
(4) Groups of pyramidal cell basal dendrites can form clusters in layers V/VI that appear related to clusters of TCAs. Fragments of individual dendrites might be confounded with partial afferent arbors in these laminae.
(5) Pyramidal cell apical dendrites generally (a) ascend exclusively radially, (b) do not yet have extensive lateral branches (e.g., Ramon y Cajal, 1952), and (c) arborize symmetrically (in layer I).
(6) Intrinsic {stellate) cells are almost never labeled retrogradely.
Afferents to cortex were routinely recognized using these local criteria, which were particularly useful when interpreting a thicket of similar axonal and dendritic segments, untraceable to source somata. This was most often the case in granular layers, although there the identification of processes as cortical afferents is also somewhat simplified, since no projection cells exist to contribute confounding labeled processes.
Identification off Somatosensory TCAs
Most labeled afferents proved to originate from barreloids in the thalamus. To establish this, it was critical to answer two questions: (1) How can barrel cortex be identified before the barrels that mark it develop? (2) How can labeled fibers be documented to arise in the thalamus? Animals older than PND4 have barrels. In them there are tight clusters of HRP label with the same periodicity and in precisely the same location as the barrel hollows (e.g., see Figs. 9-13)-Sections from animals younger than PND4 never showed barrels in Nissl counterstain, but, by comparing Figures 3 and 5 with Figures 9 and 13, it is clear that the sector of cortex destined to express barrels lies within a clearly defined triangle of brain delimited by (1) a line from the center of VB to the ventral edge of the dentate gyrus and on to the cortical surface, and (2) a line from the dorsal aspect of VB through the hippocampal fimbria and on to the cortical surface. These fiducials identify immature cortex that is the target of somatosensory thalamic afferents. Thus, fibers located within this cortical sector were considered TCAs from barreloids. However, it is not necessarily the case that every TCA within this area comes from a barreloid. Conversely, fibers from barreloids might lie outside this zone, since the full lateral extent of an immature thalamocortical afferent, either from a barreloid or from any other part of the thalamus, is not known. Therefore, the critical criterion was retrograde labeling of cells in VB. This nucleus is defined at birth, although barreloids do not develop until a day or two later (Belford and Killackey, 1979; Christensen and Woolsey, 1988) . Either the injection site had to be in VB, or if the injection was in the internal capsule, cells in VB had to be retrogradely labeled (see Figs. 2, 6) . In all animals, this requirement ensured that the bulk of labeled fibers arose from barreloids or, in newborns, from VB.
Potential Labeling offNon-TCAs
The geometry of the slice and the positioning of HRP injections eliminated several sources of input to the cortex that otherwise might have been labeled (e.g., Golden, 1982; DeFilipe et al., 1986; Kalsbeek et al., 1988) . Cells intrinsic to the cortex were generally excluded as sources of the labeled fibers, for often there were no retrogradely labeled somata in any cortical layer. Striatal somata occasionally were labeled from the thalamus and showed intricate local dendritic arbors, but their axons did not project to cortex. In adults, several axonal groups are known to pass through VB or course through the striatum toward the cortex. These arise from (1) the basal forebrain (e.g., HQhmann and Ebner, 1985) , (2) adjacent thalamic nuclei (e.g., Naegele, 1984) , (3) intralaminar thalamic nuclei (e.g., Herkenham, 1980) , (4) the zona incerta (ZI; Lin et al., 1990) , and (5) the nucleus posterior thalami (PO; e.g., White and DeAmicis, 1977; Koralek et al., 1988) .
The trajectory, absence of retrograde labeling, and/ or known developmental timing (see Chmielowska et al., 1988; Koh and Loy, 1989 ; see also Discussion) Figure 2 . Retrogradely labeled dusters of neurons in VB. A An oblique section from a PND5 mouse brain, including the somatosensory cortex and thalamus (bright-field optics, NissI coumerstained. 75 /xm). HRP crystals were placed in the thalamic radiations. Cell dusters in both VB and thalamic reticular nucleus are labeled. B. Section adjacent to that in A in dark-field optics and without coumerstain. to show the axons to cells in VB and the extern of HRP labeling in the thalamic radiations and the conex. C and 0, Higherpower views, under bright-field illumination, showing well-filled somata and processes of thalamocortkal projection neurons. Scale bars: A and B. 500 M™: C 125 inn: D, 50 unreadily rule out the first two fiber systems as significant confounds. The latter three systems require comment. Fibers from the intralaminar thalamic nuclei were likely labeled and could account for many if not all of the fibers we observed in layer I. There is no known intralaminar projection to layer IV in adults. The ZI has been shown with retrograde methods to project to barrel cortex by Lin and his colleagues (Lin et al., 1990) . Cells in ZI were occasionally labeled in our slices, but this had no obvious correlation to the observed afferent distributions in cortex. PO fibers are known to course through dorsal VB on their way to (2) anterogradery labeled fibers thai result: (3) trajectories through the deeper conex into the conical plate (the light one visible in the upper hall of 0), and (4) after a focal injection in VB. the extern that projections are resorted in the plane of the conex. G-l. A second example in dark-field optics (incubation time. 6.5-7.0 hr). This slice had a large injection she in the imemal capsule and a very heavy projection to the hean of somatosensory conex. label in conex is laminated and mostly anterograde: that in thalamus [lower right) is retractile and largely retrograde. Scale bars: A 0, and C. 50 jim: fl, £ and H, 200 Mm: C F. and /. 500 m-the somatic cortex, but if they contaminated our labeled material in young neonates, they should fill in the septa (Lin et al., 1987; Chmielowska et al., 1988) . We saw afferent clusters, separated by clear septa after PND4. If PO fibers are always labeled in very young animals, they would merely exaggerate the uniformity of the initial VB projection, and VB afferent segregation in the barrel field might occur earlier than we observed.
Fibers labeled with Dil were interpreted using similar criteria, in part, made simpler since axons were more intact. However, Dil was introduced into intact brains, and because this dye can label axons of passage coursing anywhere through the diffuse zone around the injection site, afferents from a wider range of sources could have been labeled. The only additional elements labeled in cortex were radial glia, which were readily distinguished from TCAs.
Yield
The in vitro labeling method had the required specificity, although the percentage of acceptable experiments was low. Over 500 slices from more than 150 mice were prepared; about 150 slices had HRP label in the cortex, and about 50 of these showed unambiguous and well-labeled TCAs. Yield from the Dil experiments was much higher: nearly every attempt produced labeled TCAs, and about one-quarter (of 24 animals) gave some views of somatosensory cortex populated almost exclusively by orthograde processes.
The combined findings are outlined below in three phases: (1) before there are barrels, (2) when barrels are emerging, and (3) after barrels are clearly seen.
Phase 1, Before Barrels (PND1-2)
On the day of birth, when barrels are undetectable by any method, injection of HRP in the VB labels fibers bearing growth cones to and within the cortex (Fig.  3F) . These TCAs can be followed from the internal capsule, where they emerge from a zone of diffuse HRP labeling, all the way to superficial laminae of somatosensory cortex. They first traverse the globus pallidus as one large fascicle, which then splays out in the striatum. Afferents singly, and as groups, project directly through the striatum toward the overlying white matter, although bundles of TCAs can split, merge, and exchange fibers along the way. Fibers almost never branch en route to the cortical white matter.
Upon entering the white matter, most of these axons run obliquely and dorsally for a short distance before invading the cortex. More laterally placed afferents turn ventrally first before turning like a hairpin dorsally in the white matter (see also Bernardo and Woolsey, 1987) . On penetrating the cortex, the bundles unravel. Fibers that had been adjacent in the radiations or white matter traverse the deep cortex by wildly differing paths, leading them to and through the cortical plate. At this age the cortical plate is already distinguishable from layers V and VI below it (see Fig. 3A-C) , although layers II-IV have not yet differentiated.
HRP-labeled fibers in all cortical layers ranged from stout (e.g., 2-3 /im thick), with a few slight varicosities and an occasional growth cone, to thinner (^O.S Mm thick), with extensive beading. Both morphologies were observed on branches arising from single parent axons. Afferents exiting the superficial surface of the white matter gave off linear collaterals rising radially toward and nearly to the pia. Significantly, individual fibers extended farther in the plane of the cortex than the width of any single future barrel. They appeared thereby to "sample" a considerable horizontal region of cortex.
On PND1 and PND2 an orderly (dorsoventral) shift of injection site within VB produced an orderly (dorsomedial-ventrolateral) shift in the peak density of anterograde label in the plane of the cortex. Larger injections labeled wider expanses of cortex. This indicates that the TCA projection is mapped topographically at birth (see also Dawson and Killackey, 1985) . The similarity of projection patterns in the thalamic radiations between PND1 and PND4 (compare Figs. 3F, 5F) confirms that this neonatal system remains coarsely topographic and, in the main, unshifting, but the dramatic unraveling of previously bundled afferents as they enter the cortex indicates that this initial mapping is only approximate at best. Figure 4 shows an overview of the upper thalamocortical pathway at PND1, labeled with Dil. Thaiamocortical afferents are exceptionally clear with this technique, and in this case are not obscured by retrograde label. The result underscores several key features of TCAs also evident in HRP-labeled material: (1) many afferents are in the cortical plate on the day of birth, (2) these consist of two forms of afferent axon, (3) some of the axons are already branched, (4) most have growth cones at their terminations, (5) individual fibers span regions of cortex wider than individual barrels and emit ascending collaterals at irregularly spaced intervals, and (6) the general distribution of afferents from subregions of VB are roughly "Gaussian" at this age. After larger injections, the overall projection is dense and uniform in the plane of the cortical plate, as it is in deeper tiers of the cortex (e.g., at the layer V/VI border and in basal layer VI; Fig. 5G-I) .
From Wise and Jones (1978) , we expected fibers to remain in the white matter or subplate until significantly later. Additionally, if afferents were to seek out an intrinsic cortical pattern, there might have been discrete bundles of axons leading directly to the sites of future barrels. Neither was observed.
Phase 2, When Barrels Form (PND4-5) Figure 5£> -Fshows one of the most instructive preparations; it is from a brain of an age (PND4) just before Nissl-delineated barrels emerge. HRP-labeled fibers arborize heavily as emerging barrel-like clusters in the cortical plate (as well as in layer VI). Layer IV is expanding from the deep aspect of the cortical plate
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•5 . This slice passes through the center of the future barrel field. It includes almost the entire "pre-barrel" conex (along its mediolateral axis; see also Fig. 9 ). VB is prominent in the lower center of C. Layer IV is thicker and layer V is better defined than on PND3. D-F. Dark-field optics (incubation time, 6.5-7.0 hr). The injection she, below the hippocampal fimbria, resulted in massive amerograde label in conex and heavy diffuse label in thalamus (note boundaries between VB, reticular nucleus, and LGN). D and E show condensations of labeled fibers at both the upper boundary of Layer VI and the lower portion of layer IV. G-l, Dark-field optics (incubation time. 7.5-8.5 hr). A somewhat larger injection in the same location as in F. resulting in a similar pattern of labeling. Many fibers are present in layers VI and IV. and heavy diffuse label is in VB. Around VB. retrograde label is nonrefractile. In H a fiber traverses the cortex parallel to the pia. before ascending {middle rightj into layer IV to join a nidus of fibers. Clusters of fibers such as these are harbingers of the pattern that can be seen more clearly on subsequent postnatal days. Most turn dorsally at the white matter, and then ascend obliquely and radially through the deeper conical layers. Both smooth thick and beaded thin fibers can be followed to the base of the conical plate and through il. C, Camera lucida drawing of the field in B. at the same magnification, spanning the conex from pia to white maner. The gap in labeling to the left of center is due to sectioning (see Fig. 5 for comparison) . 0. Higher-power micrograph to show two TCA arbors at the lower margin of the conical plate. They begin to branch before entering the conical plate. The most prominent arbor spans more than 200 /im in the plane of the conex. The thin, terminal, branches are more varicose than their parent minks. Scale bars: A 500 jim: B and C. 200 pm: O, 50 jim (Fig. 5B) . TCAs branch most heavily in its deeper aspect, but significant arborization is seen superficially as well (see also Fig. 6 ). Materials labeled a day later, on PND5 (e.g., Fig. 9 ), show barrel patterns well defined by cell bodies, with fibers clustered in the barrel hollows. These help to interpret the incipient clustering of the PND4 (see Fig. 5D ) and conceivably even PND1 (see Fig. 3HJ ) afferents, particularly in the thatch of fibers within and just below the cortical plate. Smooth fibers predominate in this PND4 example, but varicose fibers have been observed coursing all the way to the pia. Such varicose axons are linear and sparsely branched and suggest a second class of TCA, likely from the intralaminar nuclei. In Dil-labeled material, they are most clearly distinguished from the more distal portions of nearby pyramidal cell apical dendrites (also in layer I), which often end as a corkscrew terminated by a conical spray of ascending branches (a "panache terminal" of Ramon y Cajal, 1952). Another example from PND4 ( Fig. 5G-I) shows a large HRP injection site in the globus pallidus. Very distinct varicose and smooth fibers ascend obliquely (and more often dorsally than ventrally) from the white matter, occasionally veering abruptly toward the pia. Dense labeling and suggestions of clustering are evident within the cortical plate. In other respects this preparation resembles the previous one, particularly in its relatively heavy projection to layers V/VI. A third PND4 example, whose axons were traced by camera lucida (Fig. 6C) , had an injection site confined to VB and a correspondingly restricted zone of label in the cortex. Fibers in a relatively sparsely labeled cortical area were drawn since, as for other time points (see, e.g., Fig. 16 ), it was impractical to follow individual fibers in the most densely labeled regions. A cluster of fibers is present on the left in Figure 6B and may be the beginnings of a barrel. Two of its overlapping component arbors (Fig. 6D) branch substantially just below and in the cortical plate. Figure 7 shows the thalamocortical pathway on PND4, heavily labeled orthogradely and retrogradely with Dil. Barrel-like periodicities are just becoming detectable, in the lower cortical plate and in layer VI. By the next day (Fig. 8 ) barrels are unmistakable, and individual TCAs can be followed quite easily to them. The transition in afferents from an initially uniform distribution to dense nonoverlapping clusters, which appear to determine the mature barrel shapes, is clearest during this 2 day period.
By PND5, barrels are recognized reliably in Nissl stained brains (e.g., Fig. 9 ), and HRP-labeled TCAs cluster in precise register with the barrels. These clusters tend to be crisper than the Nissl patterns and temporally lead the formation of barrels as defined by cell bodies. This figure indicates that TCAs actively contribute to the metamorphosis of the cortical plate, appearing to erode its inferior margin in the process of producing barrels. The emerging barrels from the inferior aspect of the cortical plate (Fig. 9A-C) mark layer IV. Layers II and III do not differentiate from the remainder of the cortical plate until after the period of this study. The barreloids in VB (Fig. 9C) have been clear since at least PND3-As at all prior postnatal ages, layers V/VI are more heavily labeled than is upper layer V, but afferents now appear to rise from there more radially to layer IV, where they arborize (compare Figs. 5C,9C ). Within the superficial half of the cortical plate a few smooth fibers can be seen running horizontally between several barrels (e.g., Fig. 9G) , and some axons, although slightly obscured by the Nissl counterstain, continue to the pia. Individual fibers are hard to delineate in this preparation, since varicosities are large and intervening axon segments are extremely thin. Studies of incubation times, and staining with Dil, indicate that these latter features are an artifact of excessive incubation in vitro.
Phase 3, Subsequent to Barrel Formation (PND6-7)
On PND6 the barrel pattern is defined clearly (Fig.  10) , both by Dil-labeled fibers and by bisbenzimidestained nuclei (Fig. 10£>) . The cells are less dense exactly where fibers are clustered, and outline the cluster contours. This is also shown in Figure 11 , where individual arbors may be followed through a series of focal planes. Figure 12 shows, simultaneously and in tangential section, autofluorescent barrels and Dil-labeled TCAs. Processes of individual afferents for the most part are confined within a single barrel (e.g., Fig. 12A center) .
On PND6 (e.g., Fig. 13 ), the barrel pattern is sharply delineated in HRP/Nissl preparations as well, both by afferents (Fig. 13D-I ) and by cortical somata (A-C). The cortex becomes slightly thicker, and barrels come to lie relatively deeper to the pia, but at roughly the same distance from the white matter. At this time, the still undifferentiated layers II/III are becoming thicker. Fibers now ramify in layer IV more discretely (see also Fig. 14) . Individual arbors are so dense that they are extremely difficult to disentangle. Some fibers ascend through layer V underneath one barrel, only to swerve obliquely into an adjacent barrel where they arborize heavily. Less often, fibers enter septa from below or by passing from one barrel into an adjacent one. This is in contrast to material from younger animals, which shows fibers extending for more than a barrel's width, both within the cortical plate and more superficially, above emerging layer IV. When the occasional PND6 fiber sends processes into more than one barrel, and branches repeatedly in each, it generally enters each barrel from below (but see also Lorente de No, 1922) . The full lateral extent of branching in such fibers could not be determined due to truncation in sectioning and tight meshing of fibers, but clearly can extend more than twice as far as the width of a barrel (see also the montages in Fig. 11 ).
An impression from dozens of preparations is that there are generally more fibers in the cortex on PND7 than at earlier ages. However, given the variability of labeling (compare Figs. 3H, 5E with 13), it was not possible to determine whether the same sets of affer- ents arborize more densely or whether additional thalamic afferents grow into the cortex. Figure 14 C shows a tracing of fibers from a PND7 mouse pup. Labeled fibers often were so entwined and complex that it was possible to draw only a few of them separately (e.g., Fig. 15fl ). Nonetheless, several trends have become even clearer at this age: (1) some fibers have branches that still can be followed into two barrels, but the terminal arbors of most afferents are now restricted to a single hollow; (2) afferents rarely cross between barrels within layer IV; (3) axons can ascend through deep layers of cortex beneath one barrel but then swerve laterally to innervate an adjacent barrel. Figure  15 partially illustrates the contrasts in width and complexity between fibers seen earlier (PND3; Fig. 15/1 ) and during this phase (PND7; Fig. 15B ). Figure 16 shows two series of panels in a temporal panorama. The lower panels show the cytoarchitectural changes. The relative expansion of the somato- sensory cortex is evident, both in toto and for component layers. Particularly clear is a thickening of the cortical plate before its lower margin parcellates into barrels. The drawings in the upper panels depict the disposition and development of TCAs in the same region. Their changing patterns parallel the overall increase in conical thickness with age. These drawings show, and analyses (Senft and Woolsey, 1991a) n cr Fig. 9 ). The cortical plate is scalloped as if being digested from below by arborizing afferems. D-F. Dark-field optics (incubation time, 7.5 hr). The injection she is a dark spot at the edge of the hippocampal fimbria. Nuclear boundaries are evident in the thalamus. In 5 two zones of increased afferent density are visible, in conical layers IV and VI. G-l. Dark-field optics (incubation time. 8.5 hr). In this section, a row of barrels is heavily labeled from a large injection just lateral to the hippocampal fimbria. (A zone of diffuse label extends through the white matter, but only a few extremely thin and erose fibers could be attributed to the labeling of axons from cells of the lower cortex.) Once in or superficial to layer IV, few TCAs cross between clusters (in contrast to earlier ages, e.g., quantify, an accumulation of fibers in the upper cortex, apparently chasing the inferior margin of the cortical plate. Clustering of afferents is resolvable at the axonal level, just before barrels become visible using stains for somata. These clusters subsequently become extremely dense. This temporal ordering is especially suggested by Figures 10 and 11 , where an advanced degree of afferent clustering may be com- A. this illustrates a type of branching pattern found on PND3 (see Fig. 7 in Send and Woolsey, 1991a . for a tracing of the principal fiber seen in this view.l Note that at least two collaterals rise sharply towards the pia from a horizontal parent fiber, which lies near the top of the white matter (see Fig. 4 for a similar but less developed example from PND1). Scale bar, 100 ^m. ft This illustrates the pattern at PND7. In this case the parent fiber likewise coursed rather horizontally near the top of the white matter and gave off multiple ascending collaterals, but evidently certain collaterals arborized extensively (e.g.. those on the left), while others ended blindly as rounded bulbs within the section leg., the right-hand branch of the "P" ascending in the middle, and the lowest small branch, jutting obliquely downward), halfway to the left. Branches from other parent libers are depicted in finer lines. Scale bar, 100 ^m (drawn at 100 x). A PND7 barrel in this plane of section is approximately 100 «tm wide cr 3 00 < Figure 16 . Developmental montage. This figure shows a series of Nissl-stained sections {belortj, from PNDI to PND7, which have been aligned at the white matter (see arrowhead^. Above is a series of camera lucida tracings of thalamocortical libers to barrel cortex at the same ages. Tracings are all to the same scale and are aligned with respect to the white matter [arrowheads mark white matter: asterisks mark the pia). Note, on PND4, that afferents are beginning to cluster, whereas cell bodies have not yet delineated barrels. Scale bar, 200 Mm.
Temporal Overview
Discussion
Previous Studies
In vivo methods have been used for retrograde labeling (e.g., to mark motoneurons in chicks: Hollyday, 1981; in fish: Metcalfeetal., 1986) and orthograde labeling (e.g., to label retinotectal axons: Thanos and Bonhoeffer, 1983 ; rat spinocerebellar fibers: Nunes and Sotelo, 1985) . Conical afferents have been labeled orthogradely in vivo (to neonatal hamster visual cortex: Naegele, 1984; to prenatal mouse cortex: Crandall and Caviness, 1984) . In vitro methods have been used to label developing axons of the PNS, both retrogradely (e.g., Landmesser, 1978) and orthogradely (e.g., Rubin, 1985; Tosney and Landmesser, 1985) . Maturation of major central pathways in vertebrates also has been followed in vivo (e.g., retinogeniculate systems: Sretavan and Shatz, 1984; Senut and Alvarado-Mallart, 1986; trigeminal systems: Ma, 1985; TCA systems: Komatsu et al., 1985; cerebellar systems: Bourrat and Sotelo, 1986) . While most of these studies used HRP, Dil is now also being widely used for tracing neonatal and prenatal pathways in the mammalian nervous system (e.g., Crissman et al., 1989; McConnell et al., 1989; Palavali and Snider, 1989; Reinoso and O'Leary, 1989; Catalano and Killackey, 1990; Zhang and Cooper, 1990 ).
Present Findings
The HRP-and Dil-labeled TCAs here are structurally similar in many respects to afferents observed in other studies, particularly regarding their early overextension of collaterals and the subsequent selective pruning of them (see, e.g., Naegele, 1984) . The present results are significant in providing improvements over previous developmental views of thalamocortical afferent elaboration into somatosensory cortex. Observations of ingrowth patterns from several hundred mice reveal novel axonal features and clarify or underscore several points:
(1) Numerous thalamocortical afferents are present within the mouse somatosensory cortical plate on the day of birth.
(2) At birth, as found by Dawson and Killackey (1985) , this pathway is approximately topographic: neighboring foci injected in VB label discrete overlapping regions in cortex.
(3) TCAs entering the cortical plate do not initially form spaced arrays of fascicles (e.g., one for each prospective barrel). Rather, groups of afferents from already defined thalamic barreloids distribute as twodimensional Gaussians that evidently overlap laterally to create a uniform projection.
(4) Individual invading TCA fibers emit multiple ascending collaterals on their horizontal run through white matter and in their oblique ascent into cortex. Eventually, only some of these collaterals become highly arborized.
(5) Barrel-like clusters of these axon terminals clearly exist prior to the earliest barrel patterns detected by Nissl or nuclear stains.
The above observations and deductions help to resolve a number of specific issues.
TCA Timing
We found dense fibers both within and just under the (upper) cortical plate on the day of birth (e.g., Figs. 3,4; Senft, 1987 Senft, , 1989 . This contrasts with observations of TCA ingrowth in rats, using autoradiography, which placed the bulk of TCAs at this age no farther than the "outer part of layer VI and over the outer part of layer I" (Wise and Jones, 1978) . TCA penetration into the "upper" cortical plate (e.g., presumptive layer IV) was reported to occur significantly later, around "PND2/3." Wise and Jones refer to the day of birth as PNDO. Thus, there is a disparity, between TCA descriptions in these two rodents, of at least 2 d (PND1 vs PND3/4) or more, developmentally, if one takes into account that mice are more altricial than rats (see Rice, 1975) .
Although most of the differences in findings between our study and that of Wise and Jones (1978) appear ascribable simply to quantitative differences in the sensitivities of methods, two of the conclusions deriving from them are radically different: (1) Until recently it was generally believed that TCAs of rodents do not (variously) enter cortex, cortical gray matter, or cortical plate until around PND4 (e.g., D 'Amato et al., 1987; Jensen and Killackey, 1987b) . Accordingly, they could not initiate any barrel-like patterns that might be visible before then. (2) Wise and Jones's observations in rats also reinforced the concept that TCAs wait in the underlying white matter for a prolonged period before making their pialward ascent (see also Rakic, 1977;  but not confirmed by Catalano and Killackey, 1990) .
Our results, with HRP in mice, demonstrate instead that whisker-specific TCAs are present within the upper somatosensory cortical plate at birth, long before barrels have been detected by any means of visualization. Results with Dil confirm and emphasize those obtained with HRP. In retrospect, reports by Tello (1934 ), Waite (1977 , Lund and Mustari (1977), and Crandall and Caviness (1984) all contain evidence for the arrival of TCAs in cortex at ages earlier than reported by Wise and Jones (1978) . In sum, TCAs grow in at a time appropriate for them to be the engineers of barrel boundaries. These data also significantly diminish the window in time assignable as a "waiting period" for mouse somatosensory TCAs, by relegating such a pause (if it exists) to the prenatal era.
TCA Geometry
Given that barreloid TCAs are present early enough in the cortex to generate barrels, the question becomes how they achieve their adult barrel-specific configurations. Because the cell-defined barrel boundaries conform so tightly to afferent clustering from their beginning (see Figs. 10,11) through adulthood (see Jensen and Killackey, 1987b) , and because the clusters do not postdate the cell boundaries, an accounting for the knotting behavior of TCAs may substantially also explain barrel formation.
The infragranularbranching patterns of these early afferents seem to follow the rules (1) if running obliquely, emit ascending radial collaterals at irregular intervals; and (2) if ascending radially, branch obliquely at loosely constrained angles and cortical depths. In granular cortex the probability of branching evidently becomes greatly increased (see also Senft and Woolsey, 1991a) . In layer IV, branching is also directed back toward the white matter. By executing these strategies, initial afferent arbors can be formed that span a fairly wide expanse of cortex and densely invade the overlying cortical plate; they may be considered prototypic of immature TCAs. In contrast, more mature afferents follow one of a variety of zigzag paths before ultimately arborizing extensively within a single barrel.
TCA Reinforcement
Either of two hypotheses might explain this transformation of geometry. One suggests that branches are selectively elicited, spatially and/or temporally; the other, that arbors have been sculpted by selective reinforcement from arbors that expressed the fullblown archetype. Selective stabilization and reinforcement of one daughter branch at each bifurcation ("remodeling") could produce afferents terminating in sites indistinguishable from those of axons that were directed to their zones of eventual arborization. On average, one might expect reinforced paths to be meandering, but elicited paths to be direct. In fact, ingrowing TCAs often change their direction of ascent in the cortex abruptly, suggesting reinforcement.
In neonates, the bends often include short, thin branches, extending in the same direction as the parent stalk prior to its bend (e.g., Fig. 15B ). These small branches, which are frequently highly varicose, might be recently emitted or they might be "vestigial"; several observations suggest the latter. In the PND4-7 cortical plate, the thinnest branches are usually smooth. From their location in the granular layer, they clearly have grown out recently. Moreover, because these branchlets arise as terminals of axons with already substantial arbors, it is likely that most will be retained (i.e., they are likely to be in a growth phase or to have been stabilized). These are hints that thin, beaded fibers are unreinforced or retracting.
Differences in fiber varicosity are known to be characteristic of certain classes of afferents (e.g., Kosofsky and Molliver, 1987) . In the maturing TCAs, because varicosities often appear on only one of two daughter processes, the differences cannot be class related, and instead appear to indicate developmental processes. Branch loss is greater in presumptive septa than in barrel hollows (compare the PND4-5 transition in Figs. 5,9 ). This question of whether small varicose branches are generally "recently elicited" or "unreinforced" might be more clearly resolved in the future by a comparative spatiotemporal analysis of varicosity density in labeled TCAs in these two regions.
These small branches at bends become progressively less noticeable in TCAs as the animals age. Our interpretation is that daughter branches wax or wane in thickness, depending on whether or not they are reinforced. When one daughter branch disappears entirely, the other may become as thick as the parent stalk. Hence, as the fiber courses through the cortex, bends identify former branch points. This geometry is distinguished from others, where branches clearly are "elicited." There, the new processes are extended at right angles to the relatively straight parent fibers (see, e.g., O'Leary and Terashima, 1988) .
A more objective estimate of the relative contributions of these two alternative axon-modeling processes in developing barrel cortex could be obtained by measuring daughter branch diameter ratios. Reinforced daughter branches should initially be equal in diameter, usually thinner than the parent, and only subsequently should the ratio diverge from unity. Elicited branching will produce daughters initially of unequal diameter, one of which should be as thick as the parent. By measuring changes in this ratio, with age, one could distinguish between these alternative processes.
Based on our observations in fixed tissue, and on the above arguments, we favor a reinforcement hypothesis to explain the preponderance of TCA arborization patterns in somatosensory cortex. Our findings do not categorically refute directed growth. The collaterals initially arising from TCA axons in (and just superficial to) the white matter might well be viewed as elicited by the overlying cortical plate (see Ghosh et al., 1990) . It is highly unlikely that axonal processes are ever specifically elicited toward individual barrels, because TCAs have branches in more than one emerging barrel.
Barrel Formation
What mechanisms precipitate or mediate the remodeling of these afferent axons? As they arborize focally, TCAs from barreloids have an opportunity to contact directly and interact synergistically with a large number of other cell types and logically distinct fiber systems that coexist in the cerebral cortex, including TCAs from the same or other barreloids. A priori, any of these components might have access to barrel boundary information and might convey it to TCAs, sculpting afferent clusters through selective modification of TCA branching behavior. Because of the tight correlation between axon clustering and celldefined barrels, evidence relating to either of these two measurable phenomena is germane to an understanding of the TCA remodeling. This evidence could include molecules recently revealed by histochemical and antibody stains. Which criteria should one use to evaluate the actual significance of these potential remodeling factors? Minimally, candidates must satisfy the requirements of precedence, of access to pattern information, and of necessity.
Precedence (Timing)
Endogenous (cellular) and exogenous (afferent) cortical elements are each present as or before afferents cluster. Endogenous elements include neurons that have completed their migrations (e.g., Rice, 1975) , such as neurons of the subplate, infragranular pyramidal cells, and granular stellate cells, and several classes of glia (e.g., Raff et al., 1983; Crandall et al., 1990) . Afferents other than TCAs (e.g., Hauser et al., 1987; Panula et al., 1988) include four subcortical systems: (1) serotonergic fibers from the raphe (Lidov and Molliver, 1982a; Wallace and Lauder, 1983; Aitken and Tork, 1988) , (2) adrenergic axons from the locus coeruleus (Lidov and Molliver, 1982b; Kalsbeeketal., 1988) , (3) cholinergic inputs from the basal forebrain (e.g., Hohmann and Ebner, 1985) , and (4) dopaminergic fibers from the ventral midbrain tegmentum (Kalsbeek et al., 1988) . Commissural fibers (Wise and Jones, 1978; Hogan and Berman, 1989 ; but see also Catalano and Killackey, 1989) are also demonstrable in barrel cortex relatively early, but do not play a critical role in barrel formation since their peak ingrowth period lags the first signs of barrels (e.g., Wise and Jones, 1978) .
Histochemical activity of enzymes such as succinate dehydrogenase (e.g., Durham and Rubel, 1985) , cytochrome oxidase (e.g., Carroll and Wong-Riley, 1984) , glycogen phosphorylase (Wallace, 1983) , and AChE (Kristt and Waldman, 1982; Robertson, 1987) changes in the postnatal period. Barrel patterns can also be outlined by antibodies to cellular components such as synaptophysin (Jensen, 1987) , GAP-43 (Dani et al., 1988; , and neurofilaments (Lickey et al., 1988) . A variety of cell-surface ligands (e.g., lectins; Cooper and Steindler, 1985; Steindler et al., 1988; Christensen, Chiaia, Bennett-Clarke, Rhoades, and Woolsey, unpublished observations) , presumed neural adhesion molecules (e.g., Jl; Steindler et al., 1989a) , and glial-specific markers (e.g., Cooper and Steindler, 1986 ) also clearly demarcate the immature barrel field.
However, none of these early systems of cells, fibers, or components (some of which can be seen earlier than PND4) have been proven to organize the pattern in this cortex, or even to modify directly TCA branching. Their roles, if any, in setting the pattern remain unclear (e.g., Bennett-Clarke et al., 1990; Blue et al., 1990; Daugherty et al., 1990) .
Selectivity (Access to Pattern)
Patterns must either form in situ or be imported from elsewhere. If thalamocortieal afferents recognize barrel-specific cues innate to cortex, then each axon should actively seek out or passively recognize the barrel matching its barreloid of origin. However, such active navigation is not used after TCA entry into cortex, or over long distances, for that should not produce fibers seen initially spanning several barrel widths of the cortical plate. The "cordoning off" of thalamocortical afferents (Steindler et al., 1989b ) is inconsistent with our observations because TCAs initially cross between barrels. While "cordones" conceivably might foster afferent clustering by becoming impenetrable to further axonal growth, it is unclear how they could reject preexisting afferents that initially have processes in an inappropriate barrel. Passive means such as adhesive trapping, or reinforcement of branches finding themselves in "appropriate" locations, remain possible. These are shortrange mechanisms, operationally difficult to distinguish from either local navigation or reinforcement based on coincidence (e.g., of electrical activities).
All construction methods proposed for prepatterns originating in the cortex have major drawbacks. It is difficult to reconcile their properties with the welldocumented modifications of the cortical pattern after peripheral damage (e.g., Killackey et al., 1976; Jeanmonod et al., 1981; Durham and Woolsey, 1984; Rhoades et al., 1990) , damage to VB (Wise and Jones, 1978; Christensen, Chiaia, Bennett-Clarke, Rhoades, and Woolsey, unpublished observations) , with its compression after cortical damage (Ito and Seo, 1983; Seo and Ito, 1987) , or with its expression in transplanted cortex (Schlaggar and O'Leary, 1991) . The last case is especially compelling because barrels are formed in visual cortex transplanted to the parietal site. This leaves extrinsic imposition of the whisker motif via a conduit from the periphery. The various nonspecific brainstem systems show no trace of a topographic whisker pattern anywhere other than in their terminal fields, and hence can be excluded. Projecting systems other than VB that can receive whisker inputs include PO and ZI, but neither has been shown to have a crisp whisker pattern.
Causality (Necessity)
If the barrel pattern develops when one of the candidate agents is selectively (and completely) eliminated, then that component is unnecessary for forming the pattern. On this basis, the noradrenergic (e.g., Blue and Parnavelas, 1982; Felten et al., 1982; Lidov and Molliver, 1982c ; Loeb et al., 1987) and serotonergic (Wallace and Lauder, 1983; Cudennec et al., 1987; Daugherty and Haring, 1989 ) afferent systems, each of which shows very clear barrel patterns (Lidov et al., 1978; Fujimiya et al., 1986; D'Amato et al., 1987) , can be ruled out .
Conclusion
The TCAs are the exogenous source of the barrel pattern. Why only some of the axons' collaterals become highly arborized, and why barrel-like patterns are expressed by certain markers, possibly in advance of clear clustering by TCAs, still must be explained. Discussions of mechanism will follow more rigorous (quantitative) analyses of TCAs (see Senft and Woolsey, 1991a) . Briefly, we suggest that distinct groups of TCAs become defined by the emergence of their source barreloids in the thalamus, and after the TCAs have invaded the cortex. These groups of axons interact cooperatively within the cortex (possibly in conjunction with cortical neurons). The groups behave as centers of mass whose competition for finite cortical territory crystallizes out the barrels as polygonal domains. Those collaterals that happen to lie nearest to the center of mass of their own group come to arborize preferentially, resulting in the formation of appropriately spaced dense afferent clusters. When recruitment into centers of mass is changed (e.g., through experimental intervention), thalamocortical axons no longer obtain reinforcement in the normal pattern, and exhibit aberrant geometries (e.g., Jensen and Killackey, 1987b) . A fuller explanation of this TCA behavior and how it could drive the early patterned expression of non-TCA markers is presented in the two accompanying articles (Senft and Woolsey, 1991a,b) .
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